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I. Introduction
9

Of all parts of the ocean, shalloiv marine waters are both
t

the most productive of renewable natural resources and the most

heavily utilized by industrial society. Many major fisheries

are in waters less than 100 meters in depth. Mo.'t of the present

undersea petroleum wells are on continental shelves. Shipping

lanes converge on these regions. Plans are well advanced for

both nuclear po.ver reactors and superports to be placed on the

inner continental shelf. This workshop was intended to explore

energy problems on two levels, energy flux through natural

ecosystems in shallow marine waters and the impact, actual or

potential, of energy technology on those ecosystems. While most

of the discussion during the workshop centered around natural

ecosystems, it is possible to extract from the conclusions some

observations on the latter. '̂-

Of the various aspects of the biology of shallow marine

waters we perhaps know the least about secondary production.

After the conversion of solar energy by photosynthesis, there is

a diffuse movement of energy through most natural ecosystems.

The early concept of a food chain has given way to recognition

that there is often a more varied, branching food web. Organisms

that depend on plants for their food energy are termed "secondary

producers," as opposed to green plants which are termed "primary

producers." Biological oceanographers commonly define secondary,

production as that directly dependent on primary plant production,

such as the growth of zocplankton that are grazing on phytoplankton.

Populations of organisms that prey on the zooplankton would be

termed tertiary producers. In fact, it is frequently difficult to



make such narrow definitions. Many organisms are versatile in

their use of food sources. This is particularly true of

microorganisms.

InNstructuring the workshop we followed the more generally

used ecological definition of secondary production, which is all

production beyond primary energy fixation. This definition

recognizes the systemic nature of ecosystems and the'ir tendency

to preserve stability by shifts in energy sources and population

structure. Such a broad definition of secondary production

includes fishes and fishery aspects of production. We have not

attempted to cover fishes and fisheries in a comprehensive manner,

since they have been the subject of other workshops. However, we

have noted what we perceive as some key interactions between fish

populations and other components of shallow marine ecosystems.

The focus of this workshop is on emerging concepts, new methods of

research, and recently perceived problems. Omission of a subject

does net imply that we consider it unworthy of further study.

When a diverse group of specialists is asked to point the

future course of research, there is some inevitable debate. We

found several areas of controver1" ', and they are identified in our

report. Such areas, which represent departures from normal

science, may blossom into new paradigms or disappear into oblivion.

However, the most productive work, at least in basic science, often

is in such areas of uncertainty. We have tried to limit our

comments to areas where there is'clearly a problem worthy of

attack, although its precise shape is yet.to be defined.



One of the divergences of opinion among the conferees concerned

the roles of microorganisins in marine food webs. Since there was a

lack of agreement within the group on the roles of microorganisms,

this problem was addressed in a separate chapter of the report.

Obviously, the roles of microorganisms should have been integrated

into discussions of food webs throughout this report. Because we

were unable to do this, we have set forth those problems as ones of

special importance. Resolution of microbial roles in marine food

webs is clearly an issue worthy of special consideration at this time,

Because of its diffuse and resilient nature, the secondary

production system of shallow marine waters may not be a good

indicator of environmental stress. Some terminal consumer organisms

Hiâ -bje~.hetter indicators. However, there appears to be a need for

evaluation of what constitutes a stress or insult to secondary

production, how it should be defined, and how it can best be

measured.

Man's ability to use the ocean as a source of food or other

energy sources is limited not only by the rate of photosynthesis

but by the nature of secondary production systems and their internal

transfer efficiency. This observation was made some time ago, but

we still lack a clear understanding of it. So far as we know, it

is still impossible to write a complete, balanced energy budget for

any marine ecosystem. Until we can do that, it will be difficult to

develop sophisticated strategies for improved utilization of marine

organic productivity. Our utilization of the ocean's productivity

is still largely a matter of hunting and catching naturally

occurring wild populations, and marine scientists are still taxed to



explain the observed variations in those populations. The

participants in the workshop have attempted to delineate some areas

of research that would help us understand hoi* the existing natural

systems function and as a consequence help us exploit them

intelligently while at the same time protecting them from needless

damage.

This workshop was supported jointly by the National Science

Foundation and the Energy Research and Development Administration.

The Main House of Sapelo Island was made available as the site of

the workshop by the Sapelo Island Research Foundation, Inc.

II. Recommendations

Although some apparently simple and almost linear food chains

have been found in marine systems, most are complex webs, often

poorly defined and rarely quantified. One of the real problems is

deciding what question? to ask about them in order to understand

such systems. Two contrasting types of approach seem necessary.

Each answers a different kind of question about the system, and

the two approaches tend to support each other by viewing the system

at different levels of organization.

One is the familiar approach of detailed studies of individual

species populations. Much work of this kind has been done, and

guidelines for future directions of this kind of research may be .

needed. Two kinds of consumer organisms clearly deserve attention.

These are the commercially important species and the so-called

keystone species, whose influence on organization of communities

greatly exceeds their importance as movers of energy and materials.



A contrasting approach to secondary production is systems

analysis of food webs. The means now exist to produce useful

mathematical models of the flux of energy and materials through

food webs. Some existing models include limits imposed by food

supply, growth rates, and refuging. In fact, the time has come

to bring together modeling techniques and concepts of both trophic

ecology and population ecology to produce a unified study of

ecosystems. This is particularly important to a better

understanding of secondary production.

Within the area of secondary production several questions

deserve further attention. There is a need for improved definition

of trophic structure of shallow marine communities. There is a

need for systems approaches that examine interactions between land

and sea, marsh and estuary, estuary and sea, benthic and pelagic

communities. Connectivity of primary production to secondary

production needs continued attention, especially with regard to the

role of macrophytes and detritus.

. Some of the most successful work in shallow waters has been

accomplished by teams assembled to attack a specific question or to

investigate a specific ecosystem. There is a continuing need to

identify questions of special merit and to design interdisciplinary

programs to attack them. This kind of approach requires some

adjustments both on the part of individual investigators and on the

part of granting agencies. While the opportunities for support of

individual research should be preserved, they should be augmented

by more flexible approaches to problems of intermediate scale.



This may require the dedicated use of ships or other facilities,

particularly if the phenomena under study are of a discontinuous,

aperiodic nature. In this regard, opportunities should be

anticipated to use the large scale experiments, such as those

which result from construction of major dams, chronic or

catastrophic pollution situations, or from major storms. In the

absence of such fortuitous experiments, it is also possible and

sometimes desirable to experimentally manipulate natural

ecosystems as well.

Emerging concepts of microorganisms as major consumers of

energy in the sea and as competitors with plants for inorganic

nutrients deserve careful study. If these relatively new ideas

prove generally correct, they will have a major impact on

strategies to enhance food production from the sea. If marine

microorganisms compete with both plants and larger consumer

organisms in ways unlike those in terrestrial systems, the

analogy between agriculture and mariculture becomes even more

remote than it is now.

Except in situations where instruments developed for other

purposes can be put to use, studies of secondary production

generally use equipment that is inadequate and does not represent

the present state of the art of scientific instrumentation.

There is not a sufficiently large market to stimulate commercial

innovation and development, so design and construction often is

dependent on the initiative of the scientists who need them.

Although they are costly, one-of-a-kind scientific instruments

are iiaportent to progress, and scientists should be encouraged

to build them.



Summary of recommendations.

1. Trophic ecology and population ecology are not independent,

mutually exclusive endeavors. Combinations of those approaches

to ecology will lead to better understanding of shallow marine

ecosystems.

2. Microbial food webs in shallow marine waters have not been

well described, much less quantified. This is a major gap in

our knowledge of those ecosystems.

3. Some of the urgent questions to be answered about shallow

marine ecosystems require interdisciplinary approaches by teams

of scientists.

4. There is a demonstrable need for improved instrumentation

for research in shallow marine waters. This includes the support

of design and development of special purpose instruments where

demand does not allow a commercial market for them.

5. Some studies of shallow marine systems merit assignment to

them of dedicated facilities, including ships. Present ship

operating policy makes this difficult, especially for the study

of discontinuous, aperiodic phenomena whose timing may be

difficult to predict years or even months in advance.

6. A special feature of most shallow marine systems is their

location between land and sea. We still know remarkably little

about the influence of both land and sea on those systems, and

that is an obvious but important area for further research.



III. The control of secondary production

1. Present status.

The present state of our knowledge of the mechanisms

controlling secondary production includes seemingly satisfactory

generalizations about boundary conditions, about forcing functions,

and~about spatial and temporal variability, but an inadequate

understanding of operational details. Unfortunately, realistic

management of secondary production would depend on the missing

detailed knowledge, so we often find our descriptions of little

value. For example, the uppsr limit of global secondary

productivity is established by the rate of primary productivity,

which, in turn, is directly related to rates of Input of energy

from the sun and of nutrients. However, knowledge of the total

amount of secondary production cannot be used as a basis for

resource management; scientists and resource managers need to know

hovi secondary production is partitioned among species comprising

local ecosystems. It is the nature and control of this

partitioning of which we know so little.

Some of the factors involved in the partitioning process

have been discovered. For example, abiotic factors such as wind,

currents, grain size of sediments, and nutrient supply establish

environmental conditions that control the species composition of

the ecosystem and thereby control the forms into which secondary

production can be partitioned. Biological interactions, such as

predation, competition, and parasitism are just as important.

Also, biologically mediated nutrient regeneration rates influence

the amount and species composition of primary production.



In essence, the number of organisms is controlled by environment,

food supply, and predators, with individual population responses

to these external influences constrained by a genetically

regulated capacity for growth rate, population density, and

behavior. Through laboratory experiments the range of the

responses of a few species has been established, but their natural

rates under field conditions are poorly known. Field sampling

has demonstrated temporal and spatial variability of species

distributions, but these variations have rarely been interpreted

in a secondary production context.

2. Research needs.

a. What species are the dominant secondary producers?

It is futile to enumerate all the species in any ecosystem,

but it is important to find the species populations which are

dominant either as producers or in other key roles which shape the

structure or organization of the community. The dominant producers

or the keystone species may not have dominant biomass. They must

be identified by measuring production rates or by demonstrating

their key role through observation and experiments.

Single species research (autecology) has told us a good deal

about the food chain of specific commercial species, but it has

told us little about the potential for ecosystem alteration in

response to perturbation. For example, the extensive research on

the copepod, Calanus finmarchicus, has led to significant

understanding of the herring food chain, but it has not helped us
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predict or manage the recent change to demersal stocks as the

dominant fishery harvest of the North Sea. We would have needed

to know all the energy channels of North Sea secondary production

if we wished to have the basis for predicting and managing the

switchover. Unfortunately, elucidating the dominant energy flow

channels requires knowledge of ecosystem structure, of life

cycles, and of behavioral ecology in an environmental context far

beyond current, sampling and conceptual abilities. The application

of such an approach to a system that is less extensive and more

logistically manageable than the North Sea might profitably be

undertaken now.

b. What are the food webs that lead to commercial species, and

how do these change in time and space?

We know the critical periods in the life cycle through which

some commercial species must pass to reach harvestable size and

therefore we can identify the environmental perturbations that

might adversely affect them. For example, the northern anchovy

appears to depend on dinoflagellates during the first feeding

larval stage. Folloiving initial growth, the larvae must find a

relatively high density of crustacean nauplii, if they are to

grow further. It follows that factors which provide for crustacean

reproduction and aggregation of dinoflagellates are crucial to

anchovy production.

c. What are the differences, similarities, and relationships

between benthic and pelagic communities?

There are fundamental structural and functional -differences

between pelagic and benthic communities. In shallow marine
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environments these two systems compete in the use of energy and

materials. Structurally, the benthic system is two dimensional,

at least in comparison to the pelagic. However, in most cases it

is dependent upon the pelagic system, where the larvae grow and

are dispersed. Functionally, most secondary producers in pelagic

systems must expend proportionally more of their energy in

feeding, while many benthic species rely on the physical movement

"of food material to them. Also, as the water becomes deeper

primary production becomes removed in time and space from the
\

bottom. Do such differences between systems result.in fundamental

differences in the control mechanisms for secondary production, or

are these differences only of degree?

d. What "are the significant features of the trophic structure

of shallow water marine communities? • '

Our experience in measuring the flow of energy through

communities suggests that the rate of flow tends to be less

variable over time than the species composition of the community.

Current questions pertaining to the use of marine resources and

environmental perturbation require attention to some of the

details of population structure rather than gross energy flux.

An approach which evaluates the flow of energy through key

populations might be informative.

Fishery biologists have long recognized that year class

strength for most species is determined during a critical first

feeding period. This represents a tiny fraction of the life span

of an individual, but often it accounts for 951 of the natural
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mortality of a cohort. Occasionally conditions permit the develop-

ment of exceptionally large year classes which may sustain a fishery

for years, as in the case of Atlantic herring.

Descriptions of such critical events are lacking for most

marine organisms, but not surprisingly so, since recent emphasis

has been on estimating seasonal and annual fluxes. A possible

alternative mi^ht stress the timing of the events and the

resulting survival of cohorts, rather than the magnitude of energy

transfer. This demands that attention be paid to critical life,

history stages, as defined by species associations and abiotic

factors. It is apparent that this approach would be complex,

but the price paid for detail might be worth the effort in terms

of solution! to contemporary problems emerging in the shelf and

coastal oceanic provinces.

3. Limitations to progress.

Conventional sampling techniques are quite inadequate for

our present purposes. Samples are commonly biased or selective,

and the degree of selectivity or bias is usually not known.

Further advances in knowledge will not be made until instruments

have been developed that provide unbiased data. Some instruments

are already available and need only to be adapted. We need

particle counters to count particles greater than 100 ym, jiri

situ fluorometers, and more sensitive specific ion electrodes.

Other, totally new instruments are needed, and new approaches to

design and development will have to be made. These would include

instruments to measure in situ the distribution, aggregation,

species composition, and-behavior of secondary producers.
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There is a very definite need of an instrument to measure

benthic biomass rapidly and automatically. With present

techniques, determinations of benthic biomass are very time

consuming, but large numbers of observations are needed if the

secondary productivity of a spatially heterogeneous benthic

community is to be measured. The samplers now available produce

hopelessly biased estimates of biomass.

It may be that information on distribution.and species

composition will only be obtained by direct observation. Recent

observations by SCUBA divers on oceanic plankton have

demonstrated that quite unsuspected feeding mechanisms and

aggregations of plankton occur. However, though of great

interest, these observations are a-t present largely qualitative,

and the need for remote instruments to make observations on

aspects of life history of secondary producers is quite clear.

Automatic instruments for biological time series

observations are also needed which would complement those which

make meteorological and physical observations. With these data

one could design biological sampling programs such that the

response of secondary producers to environmental change could be

studied. With such instruments, we could detect the first

stages of large scale changes in marine systems and then set up

experiments to measure the biological effects. The technology

exists to develop these instruments.

When the instruments are in hand, oceanographic cruises

should be scheduled in response to specific ecological questions

rather than by static deliberations two years in advance.



Some ships should be dedicated to specific missions as a first

priority and would be available whenever conditions dictated the

need. While this may be contrary to current philosophies of

ship use, there is precedent from other areas for part time

utilization of major facilities. A decision has to be made

whether the most return from the investment in a facility results

from high intensity routine use or less intensive use that is

focused on a problem of recognized importance.

IV. Secondary production at the land-water interface

1. Present status.

Primary production at the edge of the sea is much higher

than it is in open water, and there is evidence that secondary

production also is high there. Large plants attached to the

bottom, such as marsh grasses, sea grasses, kelps, and mangroves,

are in the unique position of having a dilute solution of

nutrie-ts flow over them on every rise and fall of the tide, so

they achieve high levels of production. Most of this production

is not grazed directly but decays to form organic detritus and

microorganisms. Secondary producers of various kinds have been .

shown to use detritus and microorganisms as food, although the

details of the food web are not well understood. Waters adjacent

to land masses are sometimes sites of upwelling of nutrient-rich

water which leads to high primary production of phytoplankton and

to dense populations of zooplankton. The combined result of the

two sources of primary production, attached plants and

phytoplankton, is to produce a zone close to the shore which is
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especially productive. Although there has been substantial

research in this zone, probably the effort to datu has not been

commensurate Vith the importance of the zone as a source of food

and recreational fisheries.

2. Topics for further investigation.

a. Importance of macrophytes to secondary production.

A key question for all communities of large plants in the

sea concerns their importance in supporting secondary production.

Are perturbations and destruction of macrophyte communities

followed by subsequent declines in secondary production?

Virtually no complete, definitive studies exist which can answer

this question. If macrophyte communities do support secondary

production, are the mechanisms of interaction the same for all

situations? Is the process the same in the tropics as at higher

latitudes? Is the relative contribution to secondary production

from macrophytes constant when compared to other sources of

primary production, or does it vary from one location to the next?

Evidence to date suggests that variations in coastal morphology

and physical flushing by tides, land runoff, and storms may lead

to widely different situations.

b. Export to secondary consumers.

How does macrophyte primary production reach secondary

consumers? On a relative basis, how much material is processed

locally within marsh creeks or sea grass beds and how much is

transported to consumers some distance away? Few estimates exist.
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Early work suggests that about half of the net primary production

from regularly flooded southern salt marshes is exported, but

.recent evidence suggests that many marshes have a net import of

paniculate nutrients. For several reasons, it is difficult to

obtain reliable data which will permit resolution of this

question of net import or net export from salt marshes.

What are the mechanisms of physical export of macrophyte

materials? Recent findings show that not only dissolved,

suspended, and floating material leaves marshes, but significant

quantities are removed by bedload transport. How far does

physically transported material travel? Recent preliminary

findings based on 1ZC-13C ratios suggest that inshore macrophytes

contribute very little to shelf and deep sea food webs.

c. Utilization of macrophyte primary production.

There have been few studies of deti'itivores. As a result the

evidence on the utilization of roacrophyte detritus is conflicting.

To what extent are macrophytes grazed directly? There appears to

be considerable agreement that grazing rates are generally less

than ten per cent of net primary production. However, several of

the large herbivores (manatees, green turtles, Steller's sea cow)

have been actually or nearly exterminated. Has their absence

enhanced secondary production derived from detrital pathways? Key

carnivores, such as lobsters and sea otters, also have been

greatly reduced in population density. Were phenomena such as

the destruction of kelp beds by sea urchins common before the

density of carnivores was reduced by man?
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Is dissolved organic matter derived from marine macrophytes

of importance to secondary producers? Can it be utilized only by

microorganisms? Since at least 30-40% of the weight less during

macrophyte decomposition consists of loss of soluble compounds,

this must be a significant food source for consumers. The

mechanisms and pathways of utilization, however, appear to be

exceedingly complex and difficult to unravel.

Can partially decayed macrophyte detritus be assimilated by

detritivores or do they digest only the attached microbial

community? Evidence for both types of utilization exists, but

details for most detritivores is lacking. Recent evidence has

shown conclusively that certain detritivores can grow at a rapid

rate on a diet of macrophyte detritus which has been aged for

very long periods.

Is coprophagy an important pathway of macrophyte detritus

utilization? Do certain detritivores take advantage of internal

symbiotic microorganisms to aid in the digestion of detritus

which might otherwise be indigestible? Is the macrophyte based

food web more important to pelagic or benthic consumers? It has

generally been accepted that macrophyte detritus is most important

to benthic deposit feeders. However, recent studies suggest

extensive detritus utilization by certain inshore copepods. Are

trace amounts of pollutants transferred and concentrated in

macrophyte based food webs? Scattered evidence suggests that

such widely different compounds as persistent pesticides,

radionuclides, and heavy metals may be sorbed and concentrated on

decaying particles and ingested, desorbed, and assimilated by
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d.«Inshore waters as nursery zones.

Which kinds of coastline are most valuable for juvenile life

history stages as nursery grounds? While we have good reasons for

supposing that inshore waters are important in the life histories

of many secondary producers, we lack detailed information

necessary to make judgements about priorities in preserving the

most important areas. We need to know which species pass their

juvenile stages in water adjacent to salt marshes, in kelp beds,

mangrove swamps, and so on. We need to know the seasonal patterns

of migration and the organisms important as food.

Are food chains shorter in inshore waters? On theoretical

grounds the larger food organisms characteristic of inshore waters

bring about shori food chains. Hence, the efficiency with which

the high primary production in nearshore waters is used should

be high, magnifying the effect on secondary production.

How important to secondary production is the shelter provided

in shallow water close inshore? Young lobsters are abundant in

seaweed beds, and mysid shrimps are abundant in eelgrass beds.

Many more examples could be provided to suggest that secondary

producers need the shelter provided by benthic plants as well as

the food they provide. Physical structures such as sand banks

and tidal creeks may also provide essential shelter, and

information about such factors should be obtained in order to

assess the environmental impact of shoreline modification.

e. Correlations between secondary production and river discharge.

Associations between the magnitude of river discharge and

commercial catches of marine fishes have been pointed out for
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several large river systems. A major effect is thought to be

estuarine upwelling or nutrient advective processes associated

with river flow. This is in addition to any direct contribution

of materials carried down the river. A lag, appropriate to the

average age of the fish at commercial size, occurs before the

association becomes evident, so it is thought that the effect is

brought about by enhancement of the survival of larval stages or

fishes in their first year of life. In the St. Lawrence system

there is some evidence that the outflow induces changes as far

south as the Gulf of Maine, and these can be associated with long

term fluctuations accounting for at least 50% of the variation in

some major fish stock?.

Several questions need further investigation. What is the

nature of the effect of these environmental influences on fish

production? Is it mediated through the food chains involving

intermediate secondary producers? Since some predictive

capability is introduced because of the time lag, how can this

best be used in management? Are the predictive aspects capable

of being extended by the study of long term climatic changes

which appear to control these processes? What will be the effect

on major river systems of multi-purpose dar.s which drastically

alter seasonal patterns upon which spawning and growth of young

fish might dep-end?

Investigators should be encouraged to take advantage of

large scale experiments which are created by construction of dams,

transitory or chronic pollution, and natural events such as storms,

For example, construction of the Aswan Dam appears to have
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influenced some fisheries, but this is largely inferential. A

well planned before-and-after study would have been worthwhile

and would have had implications beyond the immediate case. Often

potential loss of fisheries as a result of technological impacts

is written off on a cost/benefit basis. This is vulnerable to

attack on various grounds, but convincing data in specific

instances rarely are available, even after the fact.

f. Interactions between the benthos and the water column.

There is insufficient information on the input of energy

and materials to benthic secondary producers. For those below

the euphotic zone the input consists of a rain of organic matter

from above. There are some measurements of thi.6 in temperate

waters by means of sediment traps, but it is uncertain how much

of the catch is resuspended material. More data are needed,

especially in tropical and polar waters, and we need to know what

proportion is from marine macrophyte beds or land based sources.

Once the material arrives, we need to know how it is partitioned

among macro-, meio, and microbenthos and the efficiency of

utilization by filter feeders, deposit feeders, and sediment

ingesters. This information will enable us to predict the

productivity of benthic secondary producers and hence the food

available to the next stages in the food web, many of which are

of commercial importance.

Interactions between benthic secondary producers and those

in the water column may influence the production and community

structure of both. A majority of benthic species have pelagic
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lar.vae, and this portion of the life history usually is the

critical one for determining the size and dispersion of a brood

or year class. All benthic animals depend directly or indirectly

on the water column for food. Conversely, the bottom is a site

of active nutrient regeneration and possibly denitrification. On

all of these levels, benthic-pelagic interactions are not well

understood.

3. Chief obstacles to progress.

Many of the questions posed in this section couxd only be

answered by a large scale study of interactions between

macrophyte dominated systems and secondary producers in offshore

waters. Hence, a well planned team effort is needed.

We need better techniques for identifying different classes

of detritus according to origin. While the 613C technique

shows promise, it also has apparent limitations. The use of

other kinds of natural tracers should be explored.

Although interest in the relation between river discharge

and productivity of shallow marine waters goes back many years,

we are only beginning to understand the processes involved and

to develop predictive capability. This is one of many problems

which require interaction between biologists, physical

oceanographers, meteoroiogists, and hydraulics specialists.
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V. The roles of microorganisms in secondary production

1. Present status.

Microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, and Protozoa,

possess great metabolic versatility. In both estuarine and

coastal waters and sediments, organic polymers such as cellulose,

chitin, and hemicellulose are in great abundance, and micro-

organisms play a significant role in converting those compounds

to products higher animals can assimilate. Also, because micro-

organisms possess potentially rapid growth rates, they, can respond

quickly to changes in the environment and thus may serve as

sensitive indicators of environmental perturbations. In the past

the main role ascribed to microorganisms, particularly bacteria,

v.-ns that of mineralizers of plant nutrients. We now know that

microorganisms play many different and important roles as agents

of biochemical changes, producers of antagonistic and stimulatory

factors, in symbiotic associations with higher plants and animals,

and as pathogens. Moreover, microorganisms have been shown to

have important nutritional value for some estuarine animals. It

is uncertain how far offshore bacteria remain quantitatively

important as a source of animal food. In fact, it is unclear to

what extent bacteria are involved in secondary production

offshore, including most of the continental shelves.

a. Sources of energy and materials.

Heterotrophic microorganisms obtain material to satisfy their

energy and growth requirements from dissolved organic matter (DOM),

particulate organic matter (POM), and from the oxidation of
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reduced inorganic compounds, such as I^S. The general sources of

these compounds and biochemical pathways of transfer are well

known, but the in situ rates of supply, uptake, and oxidation are

not.

Estuaries represent diverse habitats. In some, food supply

is dominated by large plants such as eel grass, mangroves, cord

grass, and large algae, while in others it is dominated, by

phytoplankton. In some, primary production continues year around,

while in others photosynthetic activity is limited mainly to the

warmer months. The diversity in the supply of energy and nutrients

should be reflected in the microbial population types and growth

characteristics. However, little comparative work has been done.

It was proposed in the mid-1950's that estuaries were unique

because most of the wet primary production was not grazed directly

but was converted slowly by anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms.

This process would yield a slow release of organic matter

throughout the year and thus stabilize the energy available to the

system through the release of DOM and inorganic reduced compounds

such as CH^, H2S, and NH3, which could be oxidized subsequently by

anaerobes.

In coastal waters, DOM, POM, and inorganic nutrients generally

decrease with distance from shore until they reach seme basal

concentration.. Most transitional, near-shore environments have not

been examined to any extent. Of the proposed mechanisms which may

affect primary and secondary production in the near-shore

environment, such as upwelling, outwelling, or vertical mixing of

water, enly upwelling has received any real scrutiny.



b. , Biomass.

The number of microbes in water and sediment has been

difficult to measure, because they are small in size, have

pleomorphic morphology, and they often have a low population

density. It has been recognized for years that the standard

bacteriological technique of plate counting does not permit

quantitative recovery of all cells. Recently, several techniques,

including scanning electron microscopy, direct counts with

fluorescent dyes, and the measurement of prokaryotic cell wall

components such as muramic acid and lipopolysaccharide, have been

developed. These diverse methods yield similar population

estimates. Therefore, it appears that bacterial biomass in

natural waters and sediments can now be measured.

Fungi are counted directly by microscopic examination and

by plate counts. They appsar to have important roles in the

breakdown of intertidal plants and as pathogens of some zooplankton,

but their importance beyond this is uncertain. Protozoa normally

are counted by direct microscopy, although dilution enrichment

procedures have been used, but it is likely that many are missed

because of encystment or lysis. The importance of bacteria in

secondary production depends in large part on whether animals

efficiently feed on them. We know little about this under natural

conditions.

Standing stock measurements are necessary when we try to

evaluate feeding dynamics. Estuarine and nearshore waters contain

up to several million bacteria per milliliter. In the few studies

completed thus far, most of the metabolically active cells appear
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to be associated with detritus (organic particles). In contrast,

offshore coastal waters contain fewer bacteria, and the majority

appear not to be attached to particles. These observations infer

radically different bacterial availability to animals which feed

on them. Intertidal sediments contain in the uppermost centimeter

an average of 109 bacteria per gram of dry weight. This value is

similar to estimates of bacteria in terrestrial soils and shallow

aquatic environments. Why population density should be so

consistent is yet to be explained.

c. Production of biomass and microbial activity.

When an organism consumes a substrate, there are two

consequences. The organism uses some of the substrate for growth

and some ^or respiration, and the substrate is removed from the

total available substrate pool. These activities can be defined

in terms of cell growth and substrate turnover. \ In most natural

ecosystems, in situ cell growth rates cannot be measured directly

with current techniques. Perhaps long term experiments in which

total biomass, as measured by ATP, and bacterial biomass, as

measured by muramic acid content, could yield valuable insight

into cellular growth rates. They would not, however, provide

estimates of growth rates under natural conditions. At this time

there ai'e no adaquate methods for measuring iji situ growth rates.

Substrate turnover, on the other hand, can be measured with

some precision. Radioisotcpic tracer techniques make it possible

to examine kinetics of selected substrate utilization and the

time scale of its turnover- While there is a great deal of
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variation seasonally and geographically, substrate turnover times

for amino acids and simple carbohydrates are on the order of

hours to a day in estuarine and coastal water and a few days in

offshore waters. If one could e<timate the efficiency of

substrate utilisation, that is the amount incorporated into

biomass compared to the amount respired, microbial growth race

could be measured. At present, however, no experimental approach

exists. Knowledge of microbial growth efficiencies in nature is

a key factor in assessing the importance of microorganisms as

decomposers or producers in nature.

d. Animal-microbial relationships.

Three types of direct relationships between animals and

microorganisms have been recognized: direct consumption of

bacteria, transformation of fecal materials into microbial

biomass and"byproducts of microbial activity, and bioturbation,

or reworking, of sediments by animals.

Organisms that consume bacteria may control bacterial

population density and convert bacteria into other materials.

For example, it has been demonstrated that when protozoans are

allowed to consume bacteria, phosphate is regenerated. It is

clear from this that the role traditionally given to bacteria

as the major decomposers and mineralizers in ecosystems should

be reexamined. One effect of grazing on the microflora is to

maintain the population in an active growth state. Since active,

growing cells transform more material per unit time, animals can'

control directly the rate of microbial activity.
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, There are two types of bioturbation. The small meiofauna

rework the top few millimeters of sediment, and large burrowing

animals rework at least the top 10 centimeters. These activities

alter microbial habitats and exert control on microbial activities.

There are also processes which oppose bioturbation. Algae and

bacteria form surface films on sediments. This provides physical

stabilization of the sediment surface as well as a food source for

animals.

2. Recommendations

a. Sources of energy and materials.

(1) Modern biochemical techniques should be employed to determine

absolute amounts and to characterize those compounds arising from

marine plant excretion and leaching. Factors that influence this

release such as cell age, nutrient availability, and light require

investigation, since this released material should be utilized

almost exclusively by microorganisms.

(2) The role of bacteria in the breakdown of POM needs examination,

particularly in conjunction with animal feeding studies. A major

question remains as to whether bacteria do in fact decompose POM

or whether it is a process mediated by animals.

(3) Comparative studies of microbial activities in different

types of estuaries deserve support. There are extensive qualitative

and quantitative differences in primary production in different

systems, yet the biomass of microbes in shallow sediments is

essentially identical. Are the roles of microbes also identical

in these diverse habitats? Do they represent a constant feature

in otherwise variable systems?
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(4)- The role of anaerobic metabolism in estuaries and nearshore

sediments has been postulated to be of fundamental importance to

the function of those systems, yet few studies have evaluated it.

(5) Emphasis is needed on examination of the transitional

nearshore environments. Within those environments food web

dynamics and the strategy of community structure change from

estuarine to oceanic types.

b. Biomass.

(1) We need to understand the spatial relationships of micro-

organisms to particulate matter, since it affects the feeding

behavior of animals that consume bacteria. Why is there a shift

from bacteria attached to particles to unattached bacteria as one

progresses seaward? Is the offshore coastal environment different

from the open ocean with regard to microbial secondary production?

(2) The contribution of microbes to food supply of animals

should be measured not only as available carbon but also as a

source of nutrients such as nitrogen, trace metals, and vitamins.

Even if microbes should contribute only a small quantity of total

energy, they could increase the quality of detrital matter by

enrichment of the pools of micronutrients.

(3) Studies of protozoan and nematode population densities

especially need further investigation. Those organisms form the

most important link from bacteria and algae to higher animals. The

importance of bacteria to estuarine and coastal food webs hinges

on how effectively small animals utilize them.
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c Microbial growth and activity.

(1) Techniques to measure ini sjJlH growth rates of bacteria and

other microorganisms are badly needed.

(2) It is of both basic and practical importance to know more

about assimilation efficiency of microorganisms, especially

bacteria. Refined methods are needed to measure microbial

activity in natural communities and to better describe spatial

heterogeneity.

(3) Additional studies are needed of the distribution of

microbial biomass and activity. Sample variability in both water

and sediment has been recognized but not dealt with.

d. Animal-microbial relationships.

(1) We need to examine interactions of microorganisms with

their consumer populations and to develop field experimental

techniques to validate laboratory model systems.

(2) The stabilization of sediments by bacterial films has only

recently been demonstrated. Work is needed to examine the

consequences of film stabilization and the role of the film as a

food source for animals.

VI. Secondary production and system properties

1. Information required by modelers of secondary production.

Models of secondary production must embody (1) the main

groups of secondary producers responsible for rapid fluxes of

production and those which represent large compartments of
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secondary production, (2) the pathways by which secondary produc-

tion is transferred between producers and the direction of flow
and

along such pathways, (3) the nature of regulatory controls on

the transfers of secondary production which are not to be

described in either terms of mass or flux (for example, spatial

heterogeneity of producers, behavioral patterns, symbiotic

relationships, production of chemical signals, or one species

acting as a refuge for another).

Secondary producers include organisms ranging from microbial

flora to top carnivores. Relatively enormous rate constants of

microbes completely dominate the system by converting dissolved

organic matter into new particles and by converting refractory

detritus and inorganic nutrient salts back into secondary biomass.

The macroscopic consumer organisms represent the greatest local

concentration of secondary biomass and may exert tremendous

influence as regulatory agents. Our current list of secondary

producers is inadaquate and, in the case of microscopic forms,

seems to reflect more on techniques of capturing animals than it

does the populations of secondary producers present in marine

ecosystems. This seems to be borne out by the recent reports of

large pelagic standing stocks of mucus net building ascidians

and pterapods.

The pathways of mass transfers, such as predator-prey

relationships, are the basic information required to formulate a

model of secondary production. The historical description of

"food chains" may have provided a severe impediment to our

conceptualization of the pathways of secondary production as well
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as the directions taken by production transported along such

pathways. There is little evidence that any significant portion

of the dissolved organic material or very fine particulate

matter of seawater can be reclaimed by any secondary producers

except microorganisms. Analysis of the interconnections

between sources of primary production and the microheterotrophs

might suffice for a complete model of mass transfer in marine

secondary production. Larger forms, such as metazoans, might be

adaquately represented by relatively slowly varying parameters.

It would simplify the modeling task if one know whether or not

the secondary production system could be better approximated as

a generally open or closed system. That is, the historical

concept of a food chain implies an open system with a large net

flow of production from herbivore to top carnivore. Perhaps

secondary production might be more profitably viewed as a cycle

having gradual losses to outlying products (top carnivores) than

viewed as a straight-chain biosynthetic pathway. If so, most of

the action is not transport up the trophic levels but rebounding

back and forth among secondary producers.

Secondary producers, as biological entities, possess

characteristic strong interactions which cannot be defined in

terms of mass exchange, but are better handled as informational

transfers. Such regulatory factors spring from behavioral

characteristics, differentiation, and such. In this instance,

a lumping of biological compartments is not generally a fruitful

approach as it is when considering the compartmental production

stocks of the model.
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2. Recommendations for future research

a. Investigate the relationship between secondary production and

fitness.

The study of ecological communities has progressed along two

distinct conceptual pathways. One approach has focused on the

efficiency of mass transfer whei*eas an evolutionary paradigm has

stress d natural selection. The former emphasizes mass flux

within an ecosystem through trophic interactions which are

mediated by metabolic and physical processes whereas the latter

emphasizes the adaptive strategies and demographic patterns which

are affected by population interactions with other aspects of the

environment. While some aspects of secondary productivity

research are incomplete, interesting trends in efficiency of mass

transfer at different trophic levels are appearing. These

patterns are particularly valuable to several applied interests.

We believe that the state of the science is such that the study

of mass-energy transfer would be strengthened by an attempt to

integrate it with a unifying evolutionary theme. Such an

integration would be useful to both approaches and would

considerably strengthen community research, as well as producing

a mechanism for introducing the concept of evolutionary change

into ecosystem modeling. Research on populations could profit by

adopting energetics units which offer a common language and a

useful approach to quantifying selecting advantages of various

adaptive stretegies. For example, optimal foraging tactics of

predators could evolve to maximize the efficiency of energy intake
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while minimizing the metabolic costs and environmental risks. In

the same sense, the very different reproductive strategies seen in

nature can be evaluated in energetic terms. Furthermore', many

mass-energy transfer research programs can readily adapt to

evaluate the behavioral flexibility and plasticity of demographic

patterns in response to different mass-energetic regimes. Such

data would be extremely useful to population research. Thus,

futuro secondary productivity research must be cognizant of and

attempt to integrate such phenomena as various refugia, thresholds

and shifts in foraging and reproductive patterns, life history

patterns, and production of metabolically expensive chemical or

physical adaptations against predation or for effective dispersal.

Jn this way, mass-energy transfer and evolutionary paradigms can

be unified for a better understanding of adaptations and community

processes in habitats with variable levels of structural,

energetic, or risk predictability.

b. Consider trophic relationships and the interaction of

information and mass transfers.

Secondary production is a mass transfer measured in units of

energy or matter. In ecosystem studies the great number of

species populations presents a formidable problem in allocation

of research effort. One solution is to treat species in groups

(multi-species compartments) and thus simplify the community food

web. However, this procedure poses two problems. (1) How far can

the process of lumping or condensation be carried without

destroying the operational homogeneity of the group? (2) To what
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extent do the properties of the group change as the relative

contribution of each to its component species varies through time?

The latter question is considered in detail in the following

section. The operational homogeneity of the group is dependent

on retention of sufficient distinctness in the food web to be

recognizably different from other components. For example,

condensation of all species in the community into two groups,

each of which has all inputs and outputs in common is clearly

undesirable. The degree of distinctness needed is, however, a

matter of judgement and cannot be stated as a rule. The end

result of trophic mapping will always be a compromise between the

desire for detail and the resources of the study. In marine eco-

systems the condensation may often take the form of eliminating

species distinctions but segregating life history stages.

c. Information transfer and control.

The control of mass transfer resides entirely with informa-

tional transfers into and within the system. Information control

may be wholly contained within the mass transfer, as when a

predator removes prey organisms. At the opposite extreme, abiotic

factors such as temperature or pH may change the processing rates

of populations and act to control mass flows. Biotic factors such

density related behavioral interactions may act to control

fecundity and thus growth and mass transfer. In most cases,

information control, whether accompanied by mass transfer or not,

is closely linked to the particular species exerting the control.

Information control is therefore less amenable to lumping than is
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mass transfer. Investigations into the mechanisms controlling

secondary production must assess the degree to which species may

be lumped without destroying the essential nature of the

controlling mechanisms.

d. Assess the value of modeling in studies of secondary

production.

In the initial stages of studying the secondary production

of marine ecosystems, existing knowledge of the biological

interactions usually is sufficient to produce a provisional

model. A sensitivity analysis of such a model can identify

parameters that could conceivably have a great effect on

secondary productivity. The resources of investigators are

always limited, and it makes sense to allocate them on the basis

of possible importance, recognizing the imperfect informational

base on which the initial model rests. We emphasize the

necessity for incorporating realistic ecological information with

a minimum of complexity consistent with the modeling objectives.

As further information about a system is obtained, the

parameters of the model are revised and time series data on the

mass transfers between the state variables of the model are

obtained. The latter foi-m a basis against which the predictions

of the model may be checked. As the study continues and

I'epeated testing of the model's predictions against field data

on mass flows instills some confidence in its validity, the model

itself becomes useful as an object for experimentation.

Parameter values may be changed and hypotheses generated.



For example, the theoretical consequences of changing the

competitive relationships between any two component populations

(or groups) might be of interest. Limits within which

coexistence is possible might be established, and the consequences

of increased food web diversity might be investigated, all within

the context of the real system constraints imposed upon the model.

Use of models to generate hypotheses leads naturally to

employing models to answer pressing questions concerning the

management of the real system. This is a dangerous transition,

principally because of the ease with which it can be done and

because of the importance of many of the decisions that are to be

made. It is one thing to use a model to guide research or

develop a new hypothesis and quite another to invoke its aid in

making managerial decisions. In the former case, the model is

merely a useful, if imperfect, aid to the creative process, and

the correctness of the resulting theoretical edifice will emerge

only after the usual attempts at verification. Mistakes are an

important part of the process of improving the model, but they

are of no consequence except to the investigator. Important

managerial decisions, on the other hand, are not designed to be,

studied intensively before acceptance. If decisions based on

modeling are wrong, large preas of the ocean and important groups

of organisms may be adversely affected. Couple this with the

tendency of many to regard what comes out of a computer as

revealed truth, and we have a real potential for trouble.
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If models of ecosystems are correctly viewed as what they

are, or should be, a sincere but imperfect attempt to incorporate

existing ecological knowledge of a community into a form amenable

to analysis and useful for prediction, then under certain

conditions they can be a useful aid in arriving at correct

managerial decisions. For management purposes we recommend the

following.

1. The model must incorporate the most realistic interactions

possible along with the most up to date and complete biological

data available, and it must be subject to revision as new data

are available.

2. The predict.io7is of the model concerning the nominal operation

of the system must be in good agreement with independently

collected field data on the mass flows through the system.

3. The model must incorporate all physical and biological

components that are to be involved in the perturbation

simulations forming the basis for any managerial decision.

4. If the predictions of the model conflict with the common

sense or even the intuition of individuals possessing a thorough

knowledge of the system, then every effort must be made to

resolve the conflict before proceeding to a decision.
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I. Introduction

Of all parts of the ocean, shallow marine waters are both

the most productive of renewable natural resources and the most

heavily utilized by industrial society. -Many major fisheries

are in Abaters less than 100 meters in depth. Most of the present

undersea petroleum wells are on continental shelves. Shipping

lanes converge on these regions. Plans are well advanced for

both nuclear power reactors and superports to be placed on the

inner continental shelf. This workshop was intended to explore

energy problems on two levels, energy flux through natural

ecosystems in shallow marine waters and the impact, actual or

potential, of energy technology on those ecosystems. While most

of the discussion during the workshop centered around natural

ecosystems, it is possible to extract from the conclusions some

observations on the latter.

Of the various aspects of the biology of shallow marine

waters we perhaps know the least about secondary production.

After the conversion of solar energy by photosynthesis, there is

a diffuse movement of energy through most natural ecosystems:

The early concept of a food chain has given way to recognition

that there is often a more varied, branching food web. Organisms

that depend on plants for their food energy are termed "secondary

producers," as opposed to green plants which are termed "primary

producers." Biological oceanographers commonly define secondary,

production as that directly dependent on primary plant production,

such as the growth of zooplankton that are grazing on phytoplankton.

Populations of organisms that prey on the zooplankton would be

termed tertiary producers. In fact, it is frequently difficult to



make such narrow definitions. Many organisms are versatile in

their use of food sources. This is particularly true of

microorganisms.

In structuring the workshop we followed the more generally

used ecological definition of secondary production, which is all

production beyond primary energy fixation. This definition

recognizes the systemic nature of ecosystems and their tendency

to preserve stability by shifts in energy sources and population

structure. Such a broad definition of secondary production

includes fishes and fishery aspects of production. We have not

attempted to cover fishes and fisheries in a comprehensive manner,

since they have been the subject of other workshops. However, we

have noted what we perceive as some key interactions between fish

populations and other components oi shallow marine ecosystems.

The focus of this workshop is on emerging concepts, new methods of

research, and recently perceived problems. Omission of a subject

does not imply that we consider it unworthy of further study.

When a diverse group of specialists is asked to point the

future course of research, there is some inevitable debate. We

found several areas of controversy, and they are identified in our

report. Such areas, which represent departures from normal

science, may blossom into new paradigms or disappear into oblivion.

However, the most productive work, at least in baric science, often

is in such areas of uncertainty. We have tried to limit our

comments to areas where there is clearly a problem worthy of

attack, although its precise shape is yet to be defined.



One of the divergences of opinion among the conferees concerned

the roles of microorganisms in marine food webs. Since there was a

lack of agreement within the group on the roles of microorganisms,

this problem was addressed in a separate chapter of the report.

Obviously, the roles of microorganisms should have been integrated

into discussions of food webs throughout this report. Because we

were unable to do this, we have set forth those problems as ones of

special importance. Resolution of microbial roles in marine food

webs is clearly an issue worthy of special consideration at this time,

Because of its diffuse and resilient nature, the secondary

production system of shallow marine waters may not be a good

indicator of environmental stress. Some terminal consumer organisms

may be better indicators. However, there appears to be a need for

evaluation of what constitutes a stress or insult to secondary

production, how it should be defined, and how it can best be

measured.

Man's ability to use the ocean as a source of food or other

energy sources is limited not only by the rate of photosynthesis

but by the nature of secondary production systems and their internal

transfer efficiency. This observation was made some time ago, but

we still lack a clear understanding of it. So far as we know, it

is still impossible to write a complete, balanced energy budget for

any marine ecosystem. Until we can do that, it will be difficult to

develop sophisticated strategies for improved utilization of marine

organic productivity. Our utilization of the ocean's productivity

is still largely a matter of hunting and catching naturally

occurring wild populations, and marine scientists are. still taxed to



explain the observed variations in those populations. The

participants in the workshop have attempted to delineate some areas

of research that would help us understand how the existing natural

systems function and as a consequence help us exploit them

intelligently while at the same time protecting them from needless

damage.

This workshop was supported jointly by the National Science

Foundation and the Energy Research and Development Administration.

The Main House of Sapelo Island was made available as the site of

the workshop by the Sapelo Island Research Foundation, Inc.

II. Recommendations

Although some apparently simple and almost linear food chains

have been found in marine systems, most are complex webs, often

poorly defined and rarely quantified. One of the real problems is

deciding what questions to ask about them in order to understand

such systems. Two contrasting types of approach seem necessary.

Each answers a different kind of question about the system, and

the two approaches tend to support each other by viewing the system

at different levels of organization.

One is the familiar approach of detailed studies of individual

species populations. Much work of this kind has been done, and

guidelines for future directions of this kind of research may be .

needed. Two kinds of consumer organisms clearly deserve attention.

These are the commercially important species and the so-called

keystone species, whose influence on organization of communities

greatly exceeds their importance as movers of energy and materials.



A contrasting approach to secondary production is systems

analysis of food webs. The means now exist to produce useful

mathematical models of the flux of energy and materials through

food webs. Some existing models include limits imposed by food

supply, growth rates, and refuging. In fact, the time has come

to bring together modeling techniques and concepts of both trophic

ecology and population ecology to produce a unified study of

ecosystems. This is particularly important to a better

understanding of secondary production.

Within the area of secondary production several questions

deserve further attention. There is a need for improved definition

of trophic structure of shallow marine communities. There is a

need for systems approaches that examine interactions between land

and sea, marsh and estuary, estuary and sea, benthic and pelagic

communities. Connectivity of primary production to secondary

production needs continued attention, especially with regard to the

role of macrophytes and detritus.

. Some of the most successful work in shallow waters has been

accomplished by teams assembled to attack a specific question or to

investigate a specific ecosystem. There is a-continuing need to

identify questions of special merit and to design interdisciplinary

programs to attack them. This kind of approach requires some

adjustments both on the part of individual investigators and on the

part of granting agencies. While the opportunities for support of

individual research should be preserved, they should be augmented

by more flexible approaches to problems of intermediate scale.



This may require the dedicated use of ships or other facilities,

particularly if the phenomena under study are of a discontinuous,

aperiodic nature. In this regard, opportunities should be

anticipated to use the large scale experiments, such as those

vrhich result from construction of major dams, chronic or

catastrophic pollution situations, or from major storms. In the

absence of such fortuitous experiments, it is also possible and

sometimes desirable to experimentally manipulate natural

ecosystems as well.

Emerging concepts of microorganisms as major consumers of

energy in the sea and as competitors with plants for inorganic

nutrients deserve careful study. If these relatively new ideas

prove generally correct, they will have a major impact on

strategies to enhance food production from the sea. If marine

microorganisms compete with both plants and larger consumer

organisms in ways unlike those in terrestrial systems, the

analogy between agriculture and mariculture becomes even more

remote than it is now.

Except in situations where instruments developed for other

purposes can be put to use, studies of secondary production

generally use equipment that is inadequate and does not represent

the present state of the art of scientific instrumentation.

There is not a sufficiently large market to stimulate commercial

innovation and development, so design and construction often is

dependent on the initiative of the scientists who need them.

Although they are costly, one-of-a-kind scientific instruments

are importent to progress, and scientists should be encouraged

to build them.



Summary of recommendations.

1. Trophic ecology and population ecology are not independent,

mutually exclusive endeavors. Combinations of those approaches

to ecology will lead to better understanding of shallow marine

ecosystems.

2. Microbial food webs in shallow marine waters have not been

well described, much less quantified. This is a major gap in

our knowledge of those ecosystems.

3. Some of the urgent questions to be answered about shallow

marine ecosystems require interdisciplinary approaches by teams

of scientists.

4. There is a demonstrable need for improved instrumentation

for research in shallow marine waters. This includes the support

of design and development of sp/ecial purpose instruments where

demand does not allow a commercial market for them.

5. Some studies of shallow marine systems merit assignment to

them of dedicated facilities, including ships. Present ship

operating policy makes this difficult, especially for the study

of discontinuous, aperiodic phenomena whose timing may be

difficult to predict years or even months in advance.

6. A special feature of most shallow marine systems is their

location between land and sea. We still know remarkably little

about the influence of both land and sea on those systems, and

that is an obvious but important area for further research.



III. The control of secondary production

1. Present status.

The present state of our knowledge of the mechanisms

controlling secondary production includes seemingly satisfactory

generalizations about boundary conditions, about forcing functions,

and about spatial and temporal variability, but an inadequate

understanding of operational details. Unfortunately, realistic

management of secondary production would depend on the missing

detailed knowledge, so we often find our descriptions of little

value. For example, the upper limit of global secondary

productivity is established by the rate of primary productivity,

which, in turn, is directly related to rates of input of energy

from the sun and of nutrients. However, knowledge of the total

amount of secondary production cannot be used as a basis for

resource management; scientists and resource managers need to know

how secondary production is partitioned among species comprising

local ecosystems. It is the nature and control of this

partitioning of which we know so little.

Some of the factors involved in the partitioning process

have been discovered. For example, abiotic factors such as wind,

currents, grain size of sediments, and nutrient supply establish

environmental conditions that control the species composition of

the ecosystem and thereby control the forms into which secondary

production can be partitioned. Biological interactions, such as

predation, competition, and parasitism are just as important.

Also, biologically mediated nutrient regeneration rates influence

the amount and species composition of primary production.



In essence, the number of organisms is controlled by environment,

food supply, and predators, with individual population responses

to these external influences constrained by a genetically

regulated capacity for growth rate, population density, and

behavior. Through laboratory experiments the range of the

responses of a few species has been established, but their natural

rates under field conditions are poorly known. Field sampling

has demonstrated temporal and spatial variability of species

distributions, but these variations have rarely been interpreted

in a secondary production context.

2. Research needs.

a. What species are the dominant secondary producers?

It is futile to enumerate all the species in any ecosystem,

but it is important to find the species populations which are

dominant either as producers or in other key roles which shape the

structure or organization of the community. The dominant producers

or the keystone species may not have dominant biomass. They must

be identified by measuring production rates or by demonstrating

their key role through observation and experiments.

Single species research (autecology) has told us a good deal

about the food chain of specific commercial species, but it has

told us little about the potential for ecosystem alteration in

response to perturbation. For example, the extensive research on

the copepod, Calanus finmarchicus, has led to significant

understanding of the herring food chain, but it has not helped us
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predict or manage the recent change to demersal stocks as the

dominant fishery harvest of the North Sea. We would have needed

to know all the energy channels of North Sea secondary production

if we wished to have the basis for predicting and managing the

switchover. Unfortunately, elucidating the dominant energy flow

channels requires knowledge of ecosystem structure, of life

cycles, and of behavioral ecology in an environmental context far

beyond current sampling and conceptual abilities. The application

of such an approach to a system that is less extensive and more

logistically manageable than the North Sea might profitably be

undertaken now.

b. What are the food webs that lead to commercial species, and

how do these change in time and space?

We know the critical periods in the life cycle through which

some commercial species must pass to reach harvestable size and

therefore we can identify the environmental perturbations that

might adversely affect them. For example, the northern anchovy

appears to depend on dinoflagellates during the first feeding

larval stage. Following initial growth, the larvae must find a

relatively high density of crustacean nauplii, if they are to

grow further. It follows that factors which provide for crustacean

reproduction ajid aggregation of dinoflagellates are crucial to

anchovy production.

c. What are the differences, similarities, and relationships

between benthic and pelagic communities?

There are fundamental structural and functional differences

between pelagic and benthic communities. In shallow marine
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environments these two systems compete in the use of energy and

materials. Structurally, the benthic system is two dimensional,

at least in comparison to the pelagic. However, in most cases it

is dependent upon the pelagic system, where the larvae grow and

are dispersed. Functionally, most secondary producers in pelagic

systems must expend proportionally more of their energy in

feeding, while many benthic species rely on the physical movement

of food material to them. Also, as the water becomes deeper

primary production becomes removed in time and space from the

bottom. Do such differences between systems result.in fundamental

differences in the control mechanisms for secondary production, or

are these differences only of degree?

d. What are the significant features of the trophic structure

of shallow water marine communities?

Our experience in measuring the flow of energy through

communities suggests that the rate of flow tends to he less

variable over time than the species composition of the community.

Current questions pertaining to the use of marine resources and

environmental perturbation require attention to some of the

details of population structure rather than gross energy flux.

An approach which evaluates the flow of energy through key

populations might be informative.

Fishery biologists have long recognized that year class

strength for most species is determined during a critical first

feeding period. This represents a tiny fraction of the life span

of an individual, but. often it accounts for 95% of the natural
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mortality of a cohort. Occasionally conditions permit the develop-

ment of exceptionally large year classes which may sustain a fishery

for years, as in the case of Atlantic herring.

Descriptions of such critical events are lacking for most

marine organisms, but not surprisingly so, since recent emphasis

has been on estimating seasonal and annual fluxes. A possible

alternative might stress the timing of the events and the

resulting survival of cohorts, rather than the magnitude of energy

transfer. This demands that attention be paid to critical life.

history stages, as defined by species associations and abiotic

factors. It is apparent that this approach would be complex,

but the price paid for detail might be worth the effort in terms

of solutions to contemporary problems emerging in the shelf and

coastal oceanic provinces.

3. Limitations to progress.

Conventional sampling techniques are quite inadequate for

our present purposes. Samples are commonly biased or selective,

and the degree of selectivity or bias is usually not known.

Further advances in knowledge will not be made until instruments

have been developed that provide unbiased data. Some instruments

are already available and need only to be adapted. We need

particle counters to count particles greater than 100 ym, in

situ fluorometers, and more sensitive specific ion electrodes.

Other, totally new instruments are needed, and new approaches to

design and development will have to be made. These would include

instruments to measure iii £it_u the distribution, aggregation,

species composition, and behavior of secondary producers.
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There is a very definite need of an instrument to measure

benthic biomass rapidly and automatically. With present

techniques, determinations of benthic biomass are very time

consuming, but large numbers of observations are needed if the

secondary productivity of a spatially heterogeneous benthic

community is to be measured. The samplers now available produce

hopelessly biased estimates of biomass.

It may be that information on distribution and species

composition will only be obtained by direct observation. Recent

observations by SCUBA divers on oceanic plankton have

demonstrated that quite unsuspected feeding mechanisms and

aggregations of plankton occur. However, though of great

interest, these observations arc at present largely qualitative,

and the need for remote instruments to make observations on

aspects of life history of secondary producers is quite clear.

Automatic instruments for biological time series

observations are also needed which would complement those which

make meteorological and physical observations. With these data

one could design biological sampling programs such that the

response of secondary producers to environmental change could be

studied. With such instruments, we could detect the first

stages of large scale changes in marine systems and then set up

experiments to measure the biological effects. The technology

exists to develop these instruments.

When the instruments are in hand, oceanographic cruises

should be scheduled in response to specific ecological questions

rather than by static deliberation? two years in advance.
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Some ships should be dedicated to specific missions as a first

priority and would be available whenever conditions dictated the

need. While this may be contrary to current philosophies of

ship use, there is precedent from other areas for part time

utilization of major facilities. A decision has to be made

whether the most return from the investment in a facility results

from high intensity routine use or less intensive use that is

focused on a problem of recognized importance.

IV. Secondary production at the land-water interface

1. Present status.

Primary production at the edge of the sea is much higher

than it is in open water, and there is evidence that secondary

production also is high there. Large plants attached to the

bottom, such as marsh grasses, sea grasses, kelps, and mangroves,

are in the unique position of having a dilute sc-Tution of

nutrients flow over them on every rise and fall of the tide, so

they achieve high levels of production. Most of this production

is not grazed directly but decays to form organic detritus and

microorganisms. Secondary producers of various kinds have been

shown to use detritus and microorganisms as food, although the

details of the food web are not well understood. Waters adjacent

to land masses are sometimes sites of upwelling of nutrient-rich

water which leads to high primary production of phytoplankton and

to dense populations of zooplankton. The combined result of the

two sources of primary production, attached plants and

phytoplankton, is to produce a zone close to the shore which is
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especially productive. Although there has been substantial

research in this zone, probably the effort to date has not been

commensurate with the importance of the zone as a source of food

and recreational fisheries.

2. Topics for further investigation. \

a. Importance of macrophytes to secondary production.

A key question for all communities of large plants in the

sea concerns their importance in supporting secondary production.

Are perturbations and destruction of macrophyte communities

followed by subsequent declines in secondary production?

Virtually no complete, definitive studies exist which can answer

this question. If macrophyte communities do support secondary

production, are the mechanisms of interaction the same for all

situations? Is the process the same in the tropics as at higher

latitudes? Is the relative contribution to secondary production

from macrophytes constant when compared to other sources of

primary production, or does it vary from one location to the next?

Evidence to date suggests that variations in coastal morphology

and physical flushing by tides, land runoff, and storms may lead

to widely different situations.

b. Export to secondary consumers.

How does macrophyte primary production reach secondary

consumers? On a relative basis, how much material is processed

locally within marsh creeks or sea grass beds and how much is

transported to consumers some distance away? Few estimates exist.
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Early work suggests that about half of the net primary production
i

from regularly flooded southern salt marshes is exported, but

recent evidence suggests that many marshes have a net import of

particulate nutrients. For several reasons, it is difficult to

obtain reliable data which will permit resolution of this

question of net import or net export from salt marshes.

What are the mechanisms of physical export of macrophyte

materials? Recent findings show that not only dissolved,

suspended, and floating material leaves marshes, but significant

quantities are removed by bedload transport. How far does

physically transported material travel? Recent preliminary

findings based on 12C-13C ratios suggest that inshore macrophytes

contribute very little to shelf and deep sea food webs.

c. Utilization of macrophyte primary production.

There have been few studies of detritivores. As a result the

evidence on the utilization of macrophyte detritus is conflicting.

To what extent are macrophytes grazed directly? There appears to

be considerable agreement that grazing rates are generally less

than ten per cent of net primary production. However, several of

the large herbivores (manatees, green turtles, Steller's sea cow)

have been actually or nearly exterminated. Has their absence

enhanced secondary production derived from detrital pathways? Key

carnivores, such as lobsters and sea otters, also have been

greatly reduced in population density. Were phenomena such as

the destruction of kelp beds by sea urchins common before the

density of carnivores was reduced by man?
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Is dissolved organic matter derived from marine macrophytes

of importance to secondary producers? Can it be utilized only by

microorganisms? Since at least 30-40? of the weight less during

macrophytc decomposition consists of loss of soluble compounds,

this must be a significant food source for consumers. The

mechanisms and pathways of utilization, however, appear to be

exceedingly complex and difficult to unravel.

Can partially decayed macrophyte detritus be assimilated by

detritivores or do they digest only the attached microbial

community? Evidence for both types of utilization exists, but

details for most detritivores is lacking. Recent evidence has

shown conclusively that certain detritivores can grow at a rapid

rate on a diet of macrophyte detritus which has been aged for

very long periods.

Is coprophagy an important pathway of macrophyte detritus

utilization? Do certain detritivores take advantage of internal

symbiotic microorganisms to aid in the digestion of detritus

which might otherwise be indigestible? Is the macrophyte based

food web more important to pelagic or benthic consumers? It has

generally been accepted that macrophyte detritus is most important

to benthic deposit feeders. However, recent studies suggest

extensive detritus utilization by certain inshore copepods. Are

trace amounts of pollutants transferred and concentrated in

macrophyte based food webs? Scattered evidence suggests that

such widely different compounds as persistent pesticides,

radionuclides, and heavy metals may be sorbed and concentrated on

decaying particles and ingested, desorbed, and assimilated by

detritivores.
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d."Inshore waters as nursery zones.

Which kinds of coastline are most valuable for juvenile life

history stages as nursery grounds? While we have good reasons for

supposing that inshore waters are important in the life histories

of many secondary producers, we lack detailed information

necessary to make judgements about priorities in preserving the

most important areas. We need to know which species pass their

juvenile stages in water adjacent to salt marshes, in kelp beds,

mangrove swamps, and so on. We need to know the seasonal patterns

of migration and the organisms important as food.

Are food chains shorter in inshore waters? On theoretical

grounds the larger food organisms characteristic of inshore waters

bring about short food chains. Hence, the efficiency v>ith which

the high primary production in nearshore waters is used should

be high, magnifying the effect on secondary production.

How important to secondary production is the shelter provided

in shallow water close inshore? Young lobsters are abundant in

seaweed beds, and mysid shrimps are abundant in eelgrass beds.

Many more examples could be provided to suggest that secondary

producers need the shelter provided by benthic plants as \vrell as

the food they provide. Physical structures such as sand banks

and tidal creeks may also provide essential shelter, and

information about such factors should be obtained in order to

assess the environmental impact of shoreline modification.

e. Correlations between secondary production and river discharge.

Associations between the magnitude of river discharge and

commercial catches of marine fishes have been pointed out for
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several large river systems. A major effect is thought to be

estuarine upwelling or nutrient advcctivc processes associated

with river flow. This is in addition to any direct contribution

of materials carried down the river. A lag, appropriate to the

average age of the fish at commercial size, occurs before the

association becomes evident, so it is thought that the effect is

brought about by enhancement of the survival of larval stages or

fishes in their first year of life. In the St. Lawrence system

there is some evidence that the outflow induces changes as far

south as the Gulf of Maine, and these can be associated with long

term fluctuations accounting for at least 50» of the variation in

some major fish stocks.

Several questions need further investigation. What is the

nature of the effect of these environmental influences on fish

production? Is it mediated through the food chains involving

intermediate secondary producers? Since some predictive

capability is introduced because of the time lag, how can this

best be used in management? Are the predictive aspects capable

of being extended by the study of long term climatic changes

which appear to control these processes? What will be the effect

on major river systems of multi-purpose dams which drastically

alter seasonal patterns upon which spawning and growth of young

fish might depend?

Investigators should be encouraged to take advantage of

large scale experiments which are created by construction of dams,

transitory or chronic pollution, and natural events such as storms.

For example, construction of the Aswan Dam appears to have
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influenced some fisheries, but this is largely inferential. A

well planned before-and-after study would have been worthwhile

and would have had implications beyond the immediate case. Often

potential loss of fisheries as a result of technological impacts

is written off on a cost/benefit basis. This is vulnerable to

attack on various grounds, but convincing data in specific

instances rarely are available, even after the fact.

f. Interactions between the benthos and the water column.

There is insufficient information on the input of energy

and materials to benthic secondary producers. For those below

the euphotic zone the input consists of a rain of organic matter

from above. There are some measurements of this in temperate

waters by means of sediment traps, but it is uncertain how much

of the catch is resuspended material. More data are needed,

especially in tropical and polar waters, and we need to know what

proportion is from marine macrophyte beds or land based sources.

Once the material arrives, we need to know how it is partitioned

among macro-, meio, and microbenthos and the efficiency of

utilization by filter feeders, deposit feeders, and sediment

ingesters. This information will enable us to predict the

productivity of benthic secondary producers and hence the food

available to the next stages in the food web, many of which arc

of commercial importance.

Interactions between benthic secondary producers and those

in the water column may influence the production and community

structure of both. A majority of benthic species have pelagic
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larvae, and this portion of the life history usually is the

critical one for determining the size and dispersion of a brood

or year class. All benthic animals depend directly or indirectly

on the water column for food. Conversely, the bottom is a site

of active nutrient regeneration and possibly denitrification. On

all of these levels, benthic-pelagic interactions are not well

understood.

3. Chief obstacles to progress. !

Many of the questions posed in this section could only be

answered by a large scale study of interactions between

macrophyte dominated systems and secondary producers in offshore

waters. Hence, a well planned team effort is needed.

We need better techniques for identifying different classes

of detritus according to origin. While the <S13C technique

shows promise, it also has apparent limitations. The use of

other kinds of natural tracers should be explored.

Although interest in the relation between river discharge

and productivity of shallow marine waters goes back many years,

we are only beginning to understand the processes involved and

to develop predictive capability. This is one of many problems

which require interaction between biologists, physical

oceanographers, meteorologists, and hydraulics specialists.
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V. The roles of microorganisms in secondary production

1. Present status.

Microorganisms, including bacteria, fungi, and Protozoa,

possess great metabolic versatility. In both estuarine and

coastal waters and sediments, organic polymers such as cellulose,

chitin, and hemicellulose are in great abundance, and micro-

organisms play a significant role in converting those compounds

to products higher animals can assimilate. Also, because micro-

organisms possess potentially rapid growth rates, they can respond

quickly to changes in the environment and thus may serve as

sensitive indicators of environmental perturbations. In the past

the main role ascribed to microorganisms, particularly bacteria,

was that of mmeralizers of plant nutrients. We now know that

microorganisms play many different and important roles as agents

of biochemical changes, producers of antagonistic and stimulatory

factors, in symbiotic associations with higher plants and animals,

and as pathogens. Moreover, microorganisms have been shown to

have important nutritional value for some estuarine animals. It

is uncertain how far offshore bacteria remain quantitatively

important as a source of animal food. In fact, it is unclear to

what extent bacteria are involved in secondary production

offshore, including most of the continental shelves.

a. Sources of energy and materials.

Heterotrophic microorganisms obtain material to satisfy their

energy and growth requirements from dissolved organic matter (DOM),

particulate organic matter (POM), and from the oxidation of
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reduced inorganic compounds, such as I^S. The general sources of

these compounds and biochemical pathways of transfer are well

known, but the _in situ rates of supply, uptake, and oxidation are

not.

Estuaries represent diverse habitats. In some, food supply

is dominated by large plants such as eel grass, mangroves, cord

grass, and large algae, while in others it is dominated by

phytoplankton. In some, primary production continues year around,

while in others photosynthetic activity is limited mainly to the

warmer months. The diversity in the supply of energy and nutrients

should be reflected in the microbial population types and growth

characteristics. However, little comparative work has been done.

It was proposed in the mid-1950's that estuaries wore unique

because most of the net primary production was not grazed directly

but was converted slowly by anaerobic heterotrophic microorganisms.

This process would yield a slow release of organic matter

throughout the year and thus stabilize the energy available to the

system through the release of DOM and inorganic reduced compounds

such as Cll, , f^S, and NH,, which could be oxidized subsequently by

anaerobes.

In coastal waters, DOM, POM, and inorganic nutrients generally

decrease with distance from shore until they reach some basal

concentration. Most transitional, near-shore environments have not

been examined to any extent. Of the proposed mechanisms which may

affect primary and secondary production in the near-shore

environment, such as upwelling, outwelling, or vertical mixing of

wa.;r, only upwelling has received any real scrutiny.
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b. , Biomass. /

The number of microbes in- water and sediment has been
/

difficult to measure, because they are small in size, have

pleomorphic morphology, atfid they often have a low population

density. It has been recognized for years that the standard

bacteriological technique of plate counting does not permit

quantitative recovery of all cells. Recently, several techniques,

including scanning electron microscopy, direct ctants with

fluorescent dyes, and the measurement of prokaryotic cell wall

components such as muramic acid and lipopolysaccharide, have been

developed. These diverse methods yield similar population

estimates. Therefore, it appears that bacterial biomass in

natural waters and sediments can now be measured.

Fungi are counted directly by microscopic examination and

by plate counts. They appear to have important roles in the

breakdown of intertidal plants and as pathogens of some zooplankton,

but their importance beyond this is uncertain. Protozoa normally

are counted by direct microscopy, although dilution enrichment

procedures have been used, but it is likely that many are missed

because of encystment or lysis. The importance of bacteria in

secondary production depends in large part on whether animals

efficiently feed on them. We know little about this under natural

conditions.
«

Standing stock measurements are necessary when we try to

evaluate feeding dynamics. Estuarine and nearshore waters contain

up to several million bacteria per milliliter. In the few studies

completed thus far, most of the metabolically active cells appear
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to be associated with detritus (organic particles). In contrast,

offshore coastal waters contain fewer bacteria, and the majority

appear not to be attached to particles. These observations infer

radically different bacterial availability to animals which feed

on them. Intertidal sediments contain in the uppermost centimeter

an average of 109 bacteria per gram of dry weight. This value is

similar to estimates of bacteria in terrestrial soils and shallow

aquatic environments. Why population density should be so

consistent is yet to be explained.

c. Production of biomass and microbial activity.

When an organism consumes a substrate, there are two

consequences. The orp->-dsm uses some of the substrate for growth

and some for respiration, and the substrate is removed from the

total available substrate pool. These activities can be defined

in terms of cell growth and substrate turnover. In most natural

ecosystems, JLTI situ cell growth rates cannot be measured directly

with current techniques. Perhaps long term experiments in which

total biomass, as measured by ATP, and bacterial biomass, as

measured by nmramic acid content, could yield valuable insight

into cellular growth rates. They would not, however, provide

estimates of growth rates under natural conditions. At this time

there are no adaquate methods for measuring in_ situ growth rates.

Substrate turnover, on the other hand, can be measured with

some precision. Radioisotopic tracer techniques make it possible

to examine kinetics of selected substrate utilization and the

time scale of its turnover. While there is a great deal of
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variation seasonally and geographically, substrate turnover times

for amino acids and simple carbohydrates are on the order of

hours to a day in estuarine and coastal water and a few days in

offshore waters. If one could estimate the efficiency of

substrate utilization, that is the amount incorporated into

biomass compared to the amount respired, microbial growth rate

could be measured. At present, however, no experimental approach

exists. Knowledge of microbial growth efficiencies in nature is

a key factor in assessing the importance of microorganisms as

decomposers or producers in nature.

d. Animal-microbial relationships.

Three types of direct relationships between animals and

microorganisms have been recognized: direct consumption of

bacteria, transformation of fecal materials into microbial

biomass and byproducts of microbial activity, and bioturbation,

or reworking, of sediments by animals.

•Organisms that consume bacteria may control bacterial

population density and convert bacteria into other materials.

For example, it has been demonstrated that when protozoans are

allowed to consume bacteria, phosphate is regenerated. It is

clear from this that the role traditionally given to bacteria

as the major decomposers and mineralizers in ecosystems should

be reexamined. One effect of grazing on the microflora is to

maintain the population in an active growth state. Since active,

growing cells transform more material per unit time, animals can

control directly the rate of microbial activity.
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, There are two types of bioturbation. The small meiofauna

rework the top few millimeters of sediment, and large burrowing

animals rework at least the top 10 centimeters. These activities^

alter microbial habitats and exert control on microbial activities.

There are also processes which oppose bioturbation. Algae and

bacteria form surface films on sediments. This provides physical

stabilization of the sediment surface as well as a food source for

animals.

2. Rccominendations

a. Sources of energy and materials.

(1) Modern biochemical techniques should be employed to determine

absolute amounts and to characterize those compounds arising from

marine plant excretion and leaching. Factors that influence this

release such as cell age, nutrient availability, and light require

investigation, since this released material should be utilized

almost exclusively by microorganisms.

(2) The role of bacteria in the breakdown of POM needs examination,

particularly in conjunction with animal feeding studies. A major

question remains as to whether bacteria do in fact decompose POM

or whether it is a process mediated by animals.

(3) Comparative studies of microbial activities in different

types of estuaries deserve support. There are extensive qualitative

and quantitative difference!, in primary production in different

systems, yet the biomass of microbes in shallow sediments is

essentially identical. Are the roles of microbes also identical

in these diverse habitats? Do they represent a constant feature

in otherwise variable systems?
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(4)< The role of anaerobic metabolism in estuaries and nearshore

sediments has been postulated to be of fundamental importance to

the function of those systems, yet few studies have evaluated it.

(5) Emphasis is needed on examination of the transitional

nearshore environments. Within those environments food web

dynamics and the strategy of community structure change from

estuarine to oceanic types.

b, Biomass.

(1) We need to understand the spatial relationships of micro-

organisms to participate matcer, since it affects the feeding

behavior of animals that consume bacteria. Why is there a .shift

from bacteria attached to particles to unattached bacteria as one

progresses seaward? Is the offshore coastal environment different

from the open ocean with regard to microbial secondary production?

(2) The contribution of microbes to food supply of animals

should be measured not only as available carbon but also as a

source of nutrients such as nitrogen, trace metals, and vitamins.

Even if microbes should contribute only a small quantity of total

energy, they could increase the quality of detrital matter by

enrichment of the pools of micronutrients.

(3) Studies of protozoan and nematode population densities

especially need further investigation. Those organisms form the

most important link from bacteria and algae to higher animals. The

importance of bacteria to estuarine and coastal food webs hinges

on how effectively small animals utilize them.
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c. Microbial growth and activity.

(1) Techniques to measure j ^ situ growth rates of bacteria and

other microorganisms are badly needed.

(2) It is of both basic and practical importance to know more

about assimilation efficiency of microorganisms, especially

bacteria. Refined methods are needed to measure microbial

activity in natural communities and to better describe spatial

heterogeneity.

(3) Additional studies are needed of the distribution of

microbial biomass and activity. Sample variability in both water

and sediment has been recognized but not dealt with.

d. Animal-microbial relationships.

(1) We need to examine interactions of microorganisms with

their consumer populations and to develop field experimental

techniques to validate laboratory model systems.

(2) The stabilization of sediments by bacterial films has only

recently been demonstrated. Work is needed to examine the

consequences of film stabilization and the role of the film as a

food source for animals.

VI, Secondary production and system properties

1. Information required by modelers of secondary production.

Models of secondary production must embody (1) the main

groups of secondary producers responsible for rapid fluxes of

production and those which represent large compartments of
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secondary production, (2) the pathways by which secondary produc-

tion is transferred between producers and the direction of flow
and

along such pathways, (3) the nature of regulatory controls on

the transfers of secondary production which are not to be

described in either terms of mass or flux (for example, spatial

heterogeneity of producers, behavioral patterns, symbiotic

relationships, production of chemical signals, or one species

acting as a refuge for another).

Secondary producers include organisms ranging from microbial

flora to top carnivores. Relatively enormous rate constants of

microbes completely dominate the system by converting dissolved

organic matter into new particles and by converting refractory

detritus and inorganic nutrient salts back into secondary biomass.

The macroscopic consumer organisms represent the greatest local

concentration of secondary biomass and may exert tremendous

influence as regulatory agents. Our current list of secondary

producers is inadaquate and, in the case of microscopic forms,

seems to reflect more on techniques of capturing animals than it

does the populations of secondary producers present in marine

ecosystems. This seems to be borne out by the recent reports of

large pelagic standing stocks of mucus net building ascidians

and pterapods.

The pathways of mass transfers, such as predator-prey

relationships, are the basic information required to formulate a

model of secondary production. The historical description of

"food chains" may have provided a severe impediment to our

conceptualization of the pathways of secondary production as well
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as the directions taken by production transported along such

pathways. There is little evidence that any significant portion

of the dissolved organic material or very fine particulate

matter of seawater can be reclaimed by any secondary producers

except microorganisms. Analysis of the interconnections

between sources of primary production and the microheterotrophs

might suffice for a complete model of mass transfer in marine

secondary production. Larger forms, such as metazoans, might be

adaquately represented by relatively slowly varying parameters.

It would simplify the modeling task if cue know whether or not

the secondary production system could be better approximated a.s

a generally open or closed system. That is, tlie historical

concept of a food chain implies an open system with a large net

flow of production from herbivore to top carnivore. Perhaps

-~covJary production might be more profitably viewed as a cycle

having gradual losses to outlying products (top carnivores) than

viewed as a straight-chain biosynthetic pathway. If so, most of

the action is not transport up the trophic levels but rebounding

back and forth among secondary producers.

Secondary producers, as biological entities, possess

characteristic strong interactions which cannot be defined in

terms of mass exchange, but are better handled as informational

transfers. Such regulatory factors spring from behavioral

characteristics, differentiation, and such. In this instance,

a lumping of biological compartments is not generally a fruitful

approach as it is when considering the compartmental production

stocks of the model.
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2. Recommendations for future research

a. Investigate the relationship between secondary production and

fitness.

The study of ecological communities has progressed along tivo

distinct conceptual pathways. One approach has focused on the

efficiency of mass transfer whereas an evolutionary paradigm has

stressed natural selection. The former emphasizes mass flux

within an ecosystem through trophic interactions which are

mediated by metabolic and physical processes whereas the latter

emphasizes the adaptive strategies and demographic patterns which

are affected by population interactions with other aspects of the

environment. While some aspects of secondary productivity

research are incomplete, interesting trends in efficiency of mass

transfer at different trophic levels are appearing. These

patterns are particularly valuable to several applied interests.

We believe that the state of the science is such that the study

of mass-energy transfer would be strengthened by an attempt to

integrate it with a unifying evolutionary theme. Such an

integration would be useful to both approaches and would

considerably strengthen community research, as well as producing

a mechanism for introducing the concept of evolutionary change

into ecosystem modeling. Research on populations could profit by

adopting energetics units which offer a common language and a

useful approach to quantifying selecting advantages of various

adaptive stretugies. For example, optimal foraging tactics of

predators could evolve to maximize the efficiency of energy intake
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while minimizing the metabolic costs and environmental risks. In

the same sense, the very different reproductive strategies seen in

natui-e can be evaluated in energetic terms. Furthermore, many

mass-energy transfer research programs can readily adapt to

evaluate the behavioral flexibility and plasticity of demographic

patterns in response to different mass-energetic regimes. Such

data would be extremely useful to population research. Thus,

future secondary productivity research must be cognizant of and

attempt to integrate such phenomena as various refugia, thresholds

and shifts in foraging and reproductive patterns, life history

patterns, and production of metabolically expensive chemical or

physical adaptations against predation or for effective dispersal.

In this way, mass-energy transfer and evolutionary paradigms can

be unified for a better understanding of adaptations and community

processes in habitats with variable levels of structural,

energetic, or risk predictability.

b. Consider trophic relationships and the interaction of

infoi'mation and mass transfers.

Secondary production is a mass transfer measured in units of

energy or matter. In ecosystem studies the great number of

species populations presents a formidable problem in allocation

of research effort. One solution is to treat species in groups

(multi-species compartments) and thus simplify the community food

web. However, this procedure poses two problems. (1) How far can

the process of lumping or condensation be carried without

destroying the operational homogeneity of the group? (2) To what
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extent do the properties of the group change as the relative

contribution of each to its component species varies through time?

The latter question is considered in detail in the following

section. The operational homogeneity of the group is dependent

on retention of sufficient distinctness in the food web to be

recognizably different from other components. For example,

condensation of all species in the community into two groups,

each of which has all inputs and outputs in common is clearly

undesirable. The degree of distinctness needed is, however, a

matter of judgement and cannot be stated as a rule. The end

result of trophic mapping will always be a compromise between the

desire for detail and the resources of the study. In marine eco-

systems the condensation may often take the form of eliminating

species distinctions but segregating life history stages.

c. Information transfer and control.

The control of mass transfer resides entirely with informa-

tional transfers into and within the system. Information control

may be wholly contained within the mass transfer, as when a

predator removes prey organisms. At the opposite extreme, abiotic

factors such as temperature or pll may change the processing rates

of populations and act to control mass flows. Biotic factors such

density related behavioral interactions may act to control

fecundity and thus growth and mass transfer. In most cases,

information control, whether accompanied by mass transfer or not,

is closely linked to the particular species exerting the control.

Information control is therefore less amenable to lumping than is
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secondary production must assess the degree to which species may

be lumped without destroying the essential nature of the

controlling mechanisms.

d. Assess the value of modeling in studies of secondary

production.

In the initial stages of studying the secondary production

of marine ecosystems, existing knowledge of the biological

interactions usually is sufficient to produce a provisional

model. A sensitivity analysis of such a model can identify

parameters that could conceivably have a great effect on

secondary productivity. The resources of investigators are

always limited, and it makes sense to allocate them on the basis

of poss ole importance, recognizing the imperfect informational

base on which the initial model rests. We emphasize the

necessity for incorporating realistic ecological information ivith

a minimum of complexity consistent with the modeling objectives.

As further information about a system is obtained, the

parameters of the model are revised and time series data on the

mass transfers between the state variables of the model are

obtained. The latter form a basis against which the predictions

of the model may be checked. As the study continues and

repeated testing of the model's predictions against field data

on mass flows instills some confidence in its validity, the model

itself becomes useful as an object for experimentation.

Parameter values may be changed and hypotheses generated.
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For example, the theoretical consequences of changing the

competitive relationships between any two component populations

(or groups) might be of interest. Limits within which

coexistence is possible might be established, and the consequences

of increased food web diversity might be investigated, all within

the context of the real system constraints imposed upon the model.

Use of models to generate hypotheses leads naturally to

employing models to answer pressing questions concerning the

management of the real system. This is a dangerous transition,

principally because of the ease with which it can oe done and

because of the importance of many of the decisions that are to be

mado. It is one thing to use a model to guide research or

develop a new hypothesis and quite another to invoke its aid in

making managerial decisions. In the former case, the model is

merely a useful, if imperfect, aid to the creative process, and

the correctness of the resulting theoretical edifice will emerge

only after the usual attempts at verification. Mistakes are an

important part of the process of improving the model, but they

are of no consequence except to the investigator. Important

managerial decisions, on the other hand, are not designed to be

studied intensively before acceptance. If decisions based on

modeling are wrong, large areas of the ocean and important groups

of organisms may be adversely affected. Couple this with the

tendency of many to regard what comes out of a computer as

revealed truth, and we have a real potential for trouble.
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If models of ecosystems are correctly viewed as what they

are, or should be, a sincere but imperfect attempt to incorporate

existing ecological knowledge of a community into a form amenable

to analysis and useful for prediction, then under certain

conditions they can be a useful aid in arriving at correct

managerial decisions. For management purposes we recommend the

following.

1. The model must incorporate the most realistic interactions

possible along with the most up to date and complete biological

data available, and it must be subject to revision as new data

are available.

2. The predictions of the model concerning the nominal operation

of the system must be in good agreement with independently

collected field data on the mass flows through the system.

3. The model must incorporate all physical and biological

components that are to be involved in the perturbation

simulations forming the basis for any managerial decision.

4. If the predictions of the model conflict with the common

sense or even the intuition of individuals possessing a thorough

knowledge of the system, then every effort must be made to

resolve the conflict before proceeding to a decision.
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